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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a sequel to [5]. There Lepowsky and Moody found an 
equivalence between the notions of rank two hyperbolic root systems and 
quasi-regular cusps on Hilbert modular surfaces [ 11. In particular, they 
showed that the functions in the local ring at the cusp have convergent series 
expansions in terms of the characters and numerators of characters of 
standard modules of the corresponding Lie algebras, the rank two hyperbolic 
Kac-Moody Lie algebras. However, the question of whether these characters 
were global functions remained unresolved. 
In this paper we show that these characters have singularities when 
extended to meromorphic functions on H X H/T, the analytic space defining 
the cusp [Theorem 4.11. (Here H is the upper half-plane and r is a suitable 
discrete group.) In fact, we need only consider the restrictions of the 
characters to the line of “principal specialization” (Section 3), a curve 
passing through the cusp. Thus the expansions in [S] are genuinely local. In 
the process we also obtain the result that the dimensions of the root-spaces 
of rank two hyperbolic Lie algebras grow exponentially [Corollary 4.51. This 
is a refinement of the result in [2] that these Lie algebras have infinite 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension. 
2. RANK Two HYPERBOLIC LIE ALGEBRAS 
We shall assume basic constructions and results in the theory of 
Kac-Moody Lie algebras and refer the reader to [2,3,6, 71. We use the 
notation of [5]. 
* This paper forms part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis, written at Rutgers University under 
the direction of Professor James Lepowsky. 
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Let A = [Aij]t,jZ, = [ i : ] be a generalized Cartan matrix of hyperbolic 
type, i.e., a,b~Z, a<O, b<O and ab>4. Let g’ = (e,,e,,h,,h,, 
f,,fzI[hiej] =Aijej, [hi&] = -Aijfj, [hihj]=O, [eifj]=dijhj (i,jE {1,2}), 
(ad ei))‘~+‘ej = 0 = (~df~))~“+‘f~ (i #j)) be the Lie algebra over R given 
by the indicated generators and relations. Let r be the unique maximal ideal 
of g’ and set g = g(A) = g’/r. Let IJ = Rh, @ Rh,, where hi denotes the 
image of hi in g. Then g=U4Ed+g-OO~OU4E~+g8=g~O~Og’, 
where go denotes the p-root space with respect to h and A + c h * is a set of 
positive roots [7]. Let a, and a2 be the roots such that aj(hi) = A, 
(i,j = 1,2). Then we can, and will, take A ’ c Z +a, + Z +a*. The simple 
reflections r, and rz are defined to be the automorphisms of h* = Ra, @ Ra, 
given by ri: 4 t, 4 - #(hi) ai (i = 1,2). Then W = (rl , r2) is the Weyl group 
of 9 and W is an infinite dihedral group with presentation 
(r,, r,ir: = r:= 1). We have W= {(r,r,)“ln E Z} U {r2(r,rZ)nInE Z}. 
Let (wr, w2} be the dual basis to {h,, h,}, and set R = Zo, 0 Zo, and 
L?+ = L+o, + Z+w,. For each ,I ELI’, g has a standard module X(L) 
constructed as follows. Let Ru be the one-dimensional t, @ g t-module given 
by(h+~)~v=I(h)vforallhEt),xEg~.Let 
v(n) = U(g) @ Ru 
U(‘l oQ+) 
be the induced g-module, where U(g) and U(t) @ g ‘) denote the 
corresponding universal enveloping algebras. Then 
X(l) = V(A)/[ U(g)f:‘h”+’ 0 u + U(g)f:‘h2’+ ’ 0 01. 
X(A) is irreducible (31. 
Let .R(~)=(~-n,a,-n,a,In,, n2 E L + }. Let B be the set of functions 
f: Q + Z such that there is a finite union Uy= I J&I,) of sets Q(A) (A E a) 
which contain the support off: B is an algebra under pointwise addition and 
the convolution product. For /z E Q let e(A) denote the function e(A)@) = 6,,, 
in 8. Then the character xxcn, of X(A) is defined by 
where X(A), = {U E X(A) ] h . u =,u(h) u for all h E h} denotes the p-weight 
space. Let p = w, + w2 and m, = dim g,. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Weyl-Kac) [3]. For all I, E (L’ 
XxcA,e(-A) = c (det w) e(w(1 + p) - (A+ p)) n (I- e(-a)P. 
WE w I aeA+ 
For A = 0 this gives: 
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COROLLARY 2.2 (Weyl-Macdonald-Kac) [ 3 ]. 
az+ Cl- e(-a>)m- = ,& (det w)e(w -PI. 
3. ACTION OF W 
The following lemma computes the quantity w(,I + p) - (1 + p) occurring 
in Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. (Cf. [5]). Let A E Q. Then 1 - (r, r,)jA =Xja, + Yjaz and 
;1- r*(rl r2)jrl =XjCl, + Zjaz, where the sequences {Xj}, ( Yj} and (Z,} of 
integers satisfy the recurrence relations 
Xj+*=(ab-2)Xj+, - Xj + Z(h,) - aA( 
x, = 0, X, = A@,) - aW,), 
Yj+z = (ab - 2) Yj+, - Yi + 2A(h,) - bA(h,), 
Y, =o, Y, = &), 
Zj+*=(ab-2)Zj+1 - Zj + U(h,) - bL(h I), 




ProoJ Let I(h,) = m and A(h,) = n. Put A - (r,rJj 1 =Xja, + Yja,. 
Then 
=~-(r,r,y’+‘~=~-(rlrJ~+(rlr2)@-(rlr$~) 
= A - r,(ll - na,) + (rl r,)(Xja, + Yjaz) 
= A- (A - naJ + (m - an) a, + r,(Xja, + Yjaz - (bXj + 2y,) a,) 
= (m -an) a, + naz + Xja, - (bXj + Yj) a2 - (2X, - (bx, + Yj) a) a, 
= [m-an-Xj+abX,j + aYj] a, + [n - bXj - Yj] az. 
Thus 
Xj+,=(ab- l)Xi+aYj+m-an, (3.4) 
Yj+,=-bXj--i+r~. (3.5) 
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This gives (3.1) as 
Xj+z=(ub-l)Xj+,+aYj+,+m-uan 
=(a&l)Xj+,+u(--bXj-Yj+n)+m-un 
+ [(ub- l)Xj+aYj+m-un-Xj+J 
=(ub-2)Xj+,-Xj+2m-an. 
Similarly (3.2) follows from (3.4) and (3.5). We now get 
A - r2(r, r,)j = A - r,A + r,(A - (rl r,)j A) = naZ + rz(Xjcf, + Yiaz) 
= nu2 + Xj(u, - ba,) - Yja, 
= Xja, + (-bJL, - Yj + n) a, = Xja, + ziaz 
with Zj= -bX,- Yj + n. Now (3.3) follows from (3.1) and (3.2), in fact 
zj= Yj+* by (3.5). The initial values are easily computed: 
0 = A - (r, rz)’ A = X,a, + Yea, gives X0 = Y. = 0. Then X, = m - an by 
(3.4), Y, = n by (3.5); hence Z-, = Y, = 0 and Z, = Y, = n. 1 
Remark. The above recurrence equations are of course easily solved in 
the form Tj= c,t? + czePj + cj for constants ci and E = {((ub - 2) + 
v’-), a root of x2-(ab-2)x+ 1=0. Here T=X, Y or Z (see 
[5 I). In proving Lemma 3.2 it is, however, more convenient to work with the 
recurrence relations. 
Let y’ be an eigenvector of r, rz for the eigenvalue E, y- = r, y’. Then it 
was shown in [5 ] that Qa, @ Qa, = {xy ’ + x’y- ]x E K) for an appropriate 
choice of Qy + , where K = Q(dw)) and ’ is the nontrivial 
automorphism of K. Define x: Qa, @ Qa, -+ K by A = x(A) y’ + x(A)’ y- for 
all AE Qa, @Qa,. Choosing y+ such that x(w,) > 0, Lepowsky and 
Moody then made the transition from 8 to functions on HZ 
(H = (z E C ]Im(z) > 0)) by the replacement of e(xy’ + x’y-) by 
e2”i(“il+X”Z’, where (zi, ZJ E HZ. We will only consider functions on the line 
z2 = (x(-a2) - ,y-a,)/x’(-a,) - x’(-a*)) z,, where e2ni’x(-al)zltx(-nI)“Z) = 
e2ni(x(-a2)Z~ tx(--u2)‘z~). That is, we will perform the operation of principal 
specialization (cf. [4]) by replacing e(-a,) and e(-a,) by q E D = 
(qEC1lsl < 1). From [5, Fig. 1, p. 771, we can read off x(a2) > 0, 
,~‘(a,) > 0, x’(a,) < 0 and x(al) < 0, so that x(-a,) - x(-a,)/x’(-a,) - 
x’(--(x2) > 0. Hence our line is contained in HZ and approaches the cusp 
(Im z, . Im z2 -+ co as Im z, + co, i.e., as q -+ 0). 
The numerator of the Weyl-Kac character formula is CWEW (det w) 
e(w(A + p) - (A + p)), which translates to N,(q) = CjEr qXJt ‘I- qxI-t71, 
where Xj, Yj, Zj are as in Lemma 3.1 with 1 + p replacing A. Let 
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uj = xj + uj, vj = xi + zj, m = (I, + p)(h,) and n = (A + p)(h,). Then 
Lemma 3.1 gives 
Uj+z = (ab - 2) Uj+ 1 - Uj + (2 -b) m + (2 - a) II, 
u, = 0, U, = m + (1 - a) n, 
Vj+z=(ab-2) Vj+l - Vj + (2 - b) m + (2 - a) n, 
VP, =m, v, = n. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
LEMMA 3.2. (a) For allj>O, Uj c Vj c U,,,. 
(b) Forallj,<-1, Uj,, < Vj< Uj. 
Proof: Let dj = Vj - Uj. Subtracting (3.6) from (3.7) gives Aj+z = 
(ab-2)Aj+1-Aj or (Ai+,--Aj+,)=(Aj+,-Aj)+(ab-4)Aj+,. We have 
A,,= J’,- Uo=n > 0 and A,-A,,=V,-U,-V,,+U,=(l-b)m+ 
(ab - a) II - m - (1 - a) n - n = -bm + (ab - 2) n > 0. Therefore Aj+ 1 > 
A, > 0 is true for all j > 0 by induction on j. This gives the first inequality in 
(a) and the other three are proved by the same method. 
It follows immediately that N,(q) has radius of convergence 1 for all 
AEQ+. 
4. NUMERATORS,DENOMINATORS AND CHARACTERS 
Replacing e(-a,) and e(-a,) by q in xxcA,e(-4) = CwEn dim&I), 
e(j-A) we obtain the power series xA(q) = CEO dim(@f,,o 
X(~)A-pa,-(k-~)a2) qk. The gradings x(n>~k = O:,=OX(~)*-pa,-(k-p)az of 
x(1> and gk = @,“=II gpa,+(k--pIa of g are called the principal gradations. 
Our main result is 
THEOREM 4.1. (a) x*(q) extends to a meromorphic function on D = 
14 E Gllsl < 11. 
(b) For II # 0, IA(q) has a pole q0 E D independent of L 
Our strategy will be to use the character formula to extend xA and show 
that the denominator has a zero at a point where the numerator is nonzero. 
This will require some delicate estimates which we are unable to do 
uniformly for all hyperbolic Lie algebras. Since the generalized Cartan 
matrices [ i ; ] and [i i ] are equivalent under the permutation of the 
indices 1 and 2, g([ i ‘: 1) is canonically isomorphic to g([ z 4 I) and we 
may assume without loss of generality that b < Q. We partition 
{(a, b)la, b E Z, ab > 4, b < a < 0} into the four subsets S, = {(-1, b) 1 -7 < 
b < -5}, S, = {(-I, b) 1 b < -8}, S, = {(-2, b) 1 b < -3}, S, = {(a, b)) b < 
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a < -3) and consider the points q, = 7/10, q2 = 213, q3 = 518 and q,, = 315. 
In the following lemmas the symbol (*) will mean “The preceding inequality 
of rational numbers can be verified by further estimation or computation 
which would be unilluminating to write down.” 
Let D(q) = No(q) (’ m accordance with Corollary 2.2). 
LEMMA 4.2. If (a, b) E Si then D(q,) < 0 (1 < i < 4). 
Proof. Let Uj(a, b)= Uj, Vj(a, b) = Vi defined by (3.6) and (3.7) with 
l=O, i.e., m=n= 1. We have 
D(qi) = x qi"i - qi"i 
jeZ 
+ -f (qiu'-qiy') < 5 qi" 
j=-j j=-2 
by Lemma 3.2. Furthermore, 
K,(a, b) = (ab - 2)(2 - b) + 4 - a - b, V-,(a, b) = (a - I)(b - 1). 
K,(a,b)=2-b, V-,(a, b) = 1, 
U&T b) = 0, vo(a, 6) = 1, 
U,(a, b) = 2 - a, V,(a,b)=(a- l)(b- l), 
U,(a, b) = (ab - 2)(2 - a) + 4 - a - b 
by (3.6) and (3.7) 
Case i= 1. 
> u-,(GI,-51 H 91 
-qyl,b’ _ qq;,‘-13c5’ _ q;~‘-‘d’) 
= q; - q;-” - 2(qf2 - q:-26) = qi(l - q;b-5)(1 - 2q:(l + q,b-‘>> 
> q;(l - q;y(l - 4q:) > 0 
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since U-,(-l, b) 2 U-,(-l, -5), U,(-1, b) > U,(-1, -5) and 1 - 4q: > 0 
(*). Thus 
2 I 
< 1 qF'-'.-S'- J' q~'-l,-5'<o (*)* 
j=-2 j,iT'_, 
Case i = 2. 
qq2)< ;' 
j_Y_ 1 
qyj'-l.b'- $ q,yj'GLb' 
j= - 1 
= cl-" + 1 + q: - 2q, < q:" + 1 + 4: - 2q, < 0 (*>. 
Case i = 3. 
D(q,)< i qywb'- + Vj(-z,b) q3 
j= I jiil 
= q:-” + 1 + q; - 2q, <q: + 1 + 4:: - 2q, < 0 (*)* 
Case i = 4. 
D(q,)< i q,Uj'".b' - + q,Yj'a.b' 
j= -1 jZ1 
= c-p + 1 + q:-” - 2q, < 2q: + 1 - 2q, < 0 (*). I 
LEMMA 4.3. If (a, b) E Si and A E L!+, A # 0 then N,(q) > 0 for all real 
q such that 0 < q < qi. 
Proof. At various instances below we will show that a real polynomial P 
(estimating N,) takes its minimum value on [0, qi] at the right endpoint qi 
by showiung (d/dq) P < 0 on [0, qi]: 
N,(q)= x q"j-qvj 
jEh 
I 1 m -m 
= r qL:- r qvj + x (q"j-qvj)+ x (q"j+l - qyJ) 
j= -1 j_LiZ j=2 j= -3 
> C qc;'- 1 qvj> quo--"-I -qvO, 
j=-1 j= -2 
by Lemma 3.2, where this time we write Vi = Uj(a, b, m, n) and 
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Vj = Vj(a, b, m, n) to emphasize that Uj, Vi depend on a, b and 1. From 
(3.6) and (3.7) we get 
K,(u, b, m, n) = (1 -b) m + n, 
u, = 0, 
U,(a, b, m, n) = m + (1 - a) n, 
V_,(u, b, m, n) = (ub - b) m + (1 - a) n, 
V- ,(a, b, m, n) = m, 
V,,(a, b, m, n> = n, 
V,(u, b, m, n) = (1 - b) m + (ub - a) n. 
Observe that A # 0, 1 E 8+ implies m + n > 3. 
Case i= 1. (a) If m > 2 and n > 2, then N,(q) >, 4’” - qvml - 4’0 = 
1 - qm - q” > 1 - 2q; > 0 (*). 
@) If m = 1, n > 4 or if n = 1, m > 4, then N,l(q) > 
1 - qm - qn 2 1 - q, - q; > 0 (*). 
(y) Assume (m, n)E {(2, l), (3. I), (1, 3)}. Then q”ml -q”m?- 
q”“q 
(I-b)m+n -q(nb-b)m+(l-a)n _ (I-b)mt(ob-a)n = 













$1 -g-q” $9 *+2n) = -mq*-‘(1 _ q*“) - nq”-‘(1 - 2qm+“) < 0 
since 1 - 2qm+” > 1 - 2qf > 0 (*). Hence N,(q) > 1 - q: - q: + qyt2” > 
(*I- 
0, 
(6) Finally consider m = 1, n = 2. 
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We have 
; (P(q)) < -1 - 2q + 5q4 + (3 -b) q2-b 
< (-1 + 1Oq’) + (-2q t 5q4) < 0 
since 1Oq’ < 1Oqy < 1 (*) and 5q3 < 5s: < 2 (*). So 
= 1 -q, -q; + q; + q;-” _ q;-*b - q;-3b 
= 1 - q, -4: + q: + qfpb(l - 4: -b - qFZb) 
>l-ql-q:+q:+q:o(l-q;-q:o)>O (*) 
since 1-qq:-b-qq;2b>1-q~-q~0>0 (*). 
Case i = 2. 
qu-~ _ qV-z _ qV, = q(l-bhn+n(l _ q(-b-l)m+n _ q-bn> 
24 (‘-b)m+n * (l-2482)20 (*). 
Hence~,(q)~~f=-,q~-~j=_2qYj~l-qq”-qq”+qm+2nasin l(y). 
$(1-qm-q.+qm+*~)=-mq”‘(i-q*“)-nq”~’(l-2qm+o)~0 
since 1 - 2q”+” > 1 - 2q: > 0 (*). so 
N,(q)> 1 -q;-4;+qy+2n 
>min~l-2q~,~-q2-q~,l-q2-q~tq~}>0 (*). 
Case i=3. 
qUm1 _ qV-z _ qVl = q(l-b)m+n _ q-3bm+3n _ q(l-b)m+(-2b+2)n 
=4 
(I-b)m+n(l -q(-2b-I)m+2n -q(-2b+~)n) 
> q(l-b)m+n(l - 2q;) > 0 (*). 
Hence 
N,(q) 2 S q”j - ,” qvj > quo + q”l - qvml _ qvO 
j=-, j_Y_* 
= 1 -qm-qq” +qm+jn =P(q). 
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(d/dq)(P(q)) = -mqm-‘(1 -q’“)-nq”-‘(1 -3qm+2n) < 0 since 1-3q”+*” > 
1 - 3q: > 0 (“). so N,(q) > P(q) > P(q,) = 1 - qy - q; + qyt3” > 
min{l-2q:, l-qq,-q:, l-q3-q:+q:}>O(*). 
Case i = 4. 
N,(q)2 1 -qrn-qn> 1-q:--;> 1 -qq4-q; 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since {f,,f,} generates g- and U(g) N U(g-) 
U(b 0 9 +I, JW>, is spanned by {J;:, ...fi,. u 1 ij E { 1, 2)). Hence 
dim X(A), < 2k, so that x1(q) = Ckm,O dim X(A), qk has radius of convergence 
> 4 (cf. IS]). We have already observed that N,(q) and D(q) = N,(q) have 
radius of convergence 1 and by Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 the functions 
xn(q) and NA(q)lWq) h ave the same Taylor coefftcients at q = 0. Since they 
are analytic functions in a neighborhood of 0, we have x*(q) = N,(q)/D(q) 
whenever xn(q) is absolutely convergent, and this formula defines a 
meromorphic continuation of xn to ID, proving part (a). Since D(0) = 1, D(q) 
has a real zero q,, such that 0 < q,, < qi by Lemma 4.2 and the intermediate 
value theorem. By Lemma 4.3, N,(q,) # 0, so that xn has a pole at q,,. 
Finally, q0 is obviously independent of 1 since D(q) is. m 
COROLLARY 4.4. For (a, b) E Si, q;’ < lim SU~~,~ ,‘$‘dirn X(A), < 2. 
Prooj. Since xn has a pole of absolute value <qi, the radius of 
convergence is <qi. We have already observed that dim X(A),V < 2”. I 
COROLLARY 4.5. For (a, b) E Si, q; ’ < lim SU~,~,~ ,‘$‘dE ,< 2. 
Prooj Since gN is spanned by {ad ei, . . . ad eihml . ei,, / ij E ( 1, 2) }, 
dim g.V < 2’v (for N > 1). Therefore the series x,7=, dim gNqh is absolutely 
and uniformly convergent on compact subsets of !D; hence so is 
n,g= , (1 - qy% By Corollary 2.2, it has the same Taylor coefficients as 
D(q), so D(q) = n;=, (1 - q”y’mg, for all q in the disc of convergence of 
CF=, dim g,“qN. Since for these q, n,T=, (1 - q,v)dimgb # 0, the disc cannot 
contain our q0 < qi. 
Corollary 4.5 shows that dim g,V grows exponentially, with an explicit 
growth estimate. This refines the known infinite growth property of these Lie 
algebras [ 21. 
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